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ITALIAN COFFEE

COLD COFFEE CREAMS
Cold coffee creams for the Ho.Re.Ca market
Many slush creams for all tastes!
The line of powdered preparations for cold coffee creams is more and more complete and varied to
meet any need of renowned customers. The flagship product of our company is available in many
formats with different characteristics: from the CLASSICA coffee cream to be prepared with milk or
cream and adding some espresso to make it even more personalized, to the "READY" coffee creams,
an appropriate definition of the cream that does not it requires nothing more than adding milk.
Finally the top of the range with REGINA coffee creams to be prepared only with the addition of water,
since they already contain milk powder and excellent blends of pure freeze-dried coffee of first quality.
Cold creams are prepared for use in classic slush machines, their preparation is very simple and of
course involves the use of milk (unlike the queen line, which involves the use of water).
The creams have been enhanced in recent years to increase the use of classic slush machines to
prepare slushes or sorbets. In fact, with the same machine you can offer customers a fresh and creamy
product, comparable to an ice cream, to be consumed at any time of the day.
Our company has decided to offer creams both in slush format and in single-dose format.
They are available in multiple flavors and like all our products they can be customized as you like,
inventing a thousand and one different recipes every day.
The creams are prepared with long-life milk.
We remind you that for all products prepared with milk, the slush machine must always be left on at
least in storage mode (mini-drink), to avoid its acidification. In a product prepared with milk it has a
storage time in the slush machine less than a product prepared only with water.
This is due to the natural deterioration of the milk which, even if preserved for a long time,
once opened, should be consumed within a maximum of 3-4 days.
The creams can be served by decorating them with
toppings, grains, cocoa, biscuits or more according to taste and to your liking.

CLASSIC COFFEE COLD CREAM
Classic Coffee Cream is one of the flagship products of our company.
Those who love coffee will definitely not miss the pleasure of trying this cold cream.

Product details:
Reference 9-31522
Technical sheet
F. To
900g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Envelope
Pcs / Ct
20
Ct / Pallet
32
Dilution 1 Envelope + 2 L Of Milk + 15 Coffee
Yield
4,5 liters
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Milk And Dairy Products
Contains Milk Or Dairy Products
Vegan
No
Dyes
Without Dyes

Description: The Classic Coffee cream has been designed to customize it by adding
your best espresso (about 15/20 cups of coffee) to the preparation method.
This allows to obtain a cream with a more intense flavor and to differentiate its taste.
To obtain a much creamier product it is advisable to replace the 2 Lt of whole milk
with 1 Lt of milk + 1 Lt of unsweetened cooking cream.
We remind you that for all products prepared with milk, the slush machine must
always be left on at least in storage mode (mini-drink), to avoid its acidification.
In a product prepared with milk it has a storage time in the
slush machine less than a product prepared only with water.
This is due to the natural deterioration of the milk which, even if preserved for a long
time, once opened, should be consumed within a maximum of 3-4 days.

CLASSIC COFFEE CREAM BECOMES MAXI!
To meet the needs of customers, the classic coffee cream is revisited in the
recipe and proposed in a 1 kg format to obtain a product with maximum creaminess.

Product details:
Reference 9-31523
Technical sheet
F. To
1000g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Envelope
Pcs / Ct
12
Ct / Pallet
40
Dilution 1 Envelope + 2 L Of Milk + 15 Coffee
Yield
4,5 liters
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Milk And Dairy Products
Contains Milk Or Dairy Products
Vegan
No
Dyes
Without Dyes

Coffee cream has never been affected by the crisis in recent years.
Indeed consumption is always in increase.
to give an even greater sprint the Classic Coffee Cream is now proposed
in a new recipe even creamier and in 1 kg format.
Above all it is recommended to prepare it by diluting a 1 kg bag in 1 Lt of water,
1 Lt of whole milk (long-life) (or in place of 1 L of vegetable milk).

COFFEE CREAM READY
Ready-made Coffee Cream is one of the flagship products of our company.
Those who love coffee will definitely not miss the pleasure of trying this cold cream.

Product details:
Reference 9-3153
Technical sheet
F. To
900g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Envelope
Pcs / Ct
20
Ct / Pallet
32
Dilution 1 Envelope + 2 L Of Milk + 15 Coffee
Yield
4,5 liters
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Milk And Dairy Products
Contains Milk Or Dairy Products
Vegan
No
Dyes
Without Dyes

Description: Ready Coffee Cream has been designed to offer a product that is easy to prepare
without adding anything else. In its blend our best instant coffee is used to offer a product with a
strong taste.
To obtain a much creamier product it is advisable to replace the 2 Lt of whole milk with 1 Lt of milk +
1 Lt of unsweetened cooking cream.
We remind you that for all products prepared with milk, the slush machine must always be left on at
least in storage mode (mini-drink), to avoid its acidification.
In a product prepared with milk it has a storage time in the slush machine less than a product
prepared only with water. This is due to the natural deterioration of the milk which, even if
preserved for a long time, once opened, should be consumed within a maximum of 3-4 days.
For a creamier product, dilute in 1 lt of milk + 1 lt of unsweetened cream

COFFEE CREAM WITH COFFEE READY MAXI
PRONTA coffee cream becomes MAXI!
To meet the needs of customers, the READY coffee cream (does not require
no addition of cream or espresso coffee) is revisited in the recipe and
proposed in a 1 Kg format. It is prepared by diluting the bag with half milk and half water.
Product details:
Reference 9-31531
Technical sheet
F. To
1000g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Envelope
Pcs / Ct
12
Ct / Pallet
40
Dilution 1 Envelope + 1 lt Of Milk + 1 lt of Water
Yield
4,5 liters
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Milk And Dairy Products No
(If prepared with vegetable milk)
Vegan
No
Dyes
Without Dyes

Coffee cream has never been affected by the crisis in recent years. Indeed consumption is
always on the rise. to give an even greater sprint now the Crema al
READY coffee in a new, even creamier recipe in 1 kg format.
To keep the user costs down, the READY coffee cream does not need to be added
neither of cream nor of coffee expressed as the structure is already very creamy and of
intense taste.
Above all it is recommended to prepare it by diluting a 1 kg bag in 1 Lt of water, 1 Lt
of whole milk (long-life) (or in place of 1 L of vegetable milk).

COLD CREAM WITH REGINA COFFEE
REGINA creams identify products that can only be prepared with water.
REGINA coffee cream has been designed using the best blends of soluble and freeze-dried coffee
and adding a fair amount of milk powder, to obtain a creamy expense even using only water.

Product details:
Reference 9-31532
Technical sheet
F. To
900g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Envelope
Pcs / Ct
20
Ct / Pallet
32
Dilution 1 Envelope + 1,5 lt Water
Yield
4 liters
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Milk And Dairy Products
Contains Milk Or Dairy Products
Vegan
No
Dyes
Without Dyes

Description: In recent years, both to simplify the life of those who prepare the products
and to facilitate the preservation of the products inside the slush machines,
REGINA coffee creams have had considerable success.
We consider that the most used coffee creams have practically become abroad.
However, the product can be customized by adding 3/4
small cups of your favorite espresso coffee.

REGINA GRAN MOKA COFFEE CREAM
REGINA creams identify products that can only be prepared with water. Cream at
REGINA GRAN MOKA coffee is the maximum expression of our company's coffee creams.
It has been studied using only top quality freeze-dried coffee and adding a discrete one
quantity of milk powder, to obtain a cream expenditure even using only water.
Product details:
Reference 9-31533
Technical sheet
F. To
1000g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Envelope
Pcs / Ct
12
Ct / Pallet
40
Dilution 1 Envelope + 1,5 lt Water
Yield
4 liters
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Milk And Dairy Products
Contains Milk Or Dairy Products
Vegan
No
Dyes
Without Dyes
In recent years, both to simplify the life of those who prepare the products, both for
facilitate the storage of products inside the slush machines, REGINA coffee creams
have had considerable success. We consider that practically abroad
become the most used coffee creams.
However, the product can be customized by adding 3/4 small cups of the
your favorite espresso.

INTENSE TASTE REGINA COFFEE CREAM
Regina cream with an even MORE INTENSE taste!
As part of the Creme Regina (to be prepared with water), the new cream is now available
with AN INTENSE TASTE more markedly. The top of the range of cold coffee creams.

Product details:
Reference 9-315320
Technical sheet
F. To
1000g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Envelope
Pcs / Ct
12
Ct / Pallet
40
Dilution 1 Envelope + 1,5 lt Water
Yield
4 liters
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Milk And Dairy Products
Contains Milk Or Dairy Products
Vegan
No
Dyes
Without Dyes

REGINA INTENSE TASTE coffee cream is prepared using only freeze-dried coffee of
first quality and adding a good quantity of milk powder, to obtain
exceptional creaminess even using only water.
To give an even greater sprint, REGINA coffee cream (they are the category of creams
cold slush to be prepared exclusively with water) is proposed in a new one
even creamier recipe and with a taste that puts it at the top of the
numerous coffee creams offered by our company.

COLD CREAM WITH COFFEE VEGGIE (VEGAN)
Cold coffee cream, product suitable for everyone, certified Vegan quality.

Product details:
Reference 9-31534
Technical sheet
F. To
1000g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Envelope
Pcs / Ct
12
Ct / Pallet
40
Dilution 1 Envelope + 1,5 lt Water
Yield
4 liters
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Without Dairy Products (Including Lactose)
Vegan
SI
Dyes
Without Dyes

Coffee cream is one of the flagship products of our company and now you can also enjoy it
in the VEGAN version, totally free of animal derivatives.
Those who love coffee will absolutely not miss the pleasure of trying
this extraordinary cold cream.

COFFEE & GINSENG COLD CREAM READY
Ginseng Coffee Cream is an exquisite alternative to the classic coffee cream.
Those who love coffee and ginseng will absolutely not be able
miss the pleasure of trying this cold cream.

Product details:
Reference 9-31541
Technical sheet
F. To
1000g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Envelope
Pcs / Ct
12
Ct / Pallet
40
Dilution 1 Envelope + 1 lt Of Milk + 1 lt Of Water
Yield
4,5 liters
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Milk And Dairy Products
Contains Milk Or Dairy Products
Vegan
No
Dyes
Without Dyes

Ready-made Coffee & Ginseng Cream has been designed to offer an easy-to-use product
prepare without adding anything else.
Our best instant coffee is used in its blend being able to offer a product with a strong taste.
The cream was flavored using our best Ginseng Coffee mix so
obtain an exceptional finished product.
To obtain a much creamier product it is advisable to replace the 2 Lt of whole milk,
with 1 Lt of milk + 1 Lt of unsweetened cooking cream.
We remind you that for all products prepared with milk, the slush machine must always be left
switched on at least in conservation mode (refrigerator), to avoid its acidification.
In a product prepared with milk it has a storage time in the slush machine less than a product
prepared only with water. This is due to the natural deterioration of the milk which, albeit for a
long time storage, once opened it should be consumed within a maximum of 3-4 days.

COLD CREAM WITH CAPPUCCINO
Cappuccino cream is one of the historical products of our company
It has been designed to offer a product that is easy to prepare without adding anything else.
Our best instant coffee is used in its blend
in order to offer a product with a strong taste.
Product details:
Reference 9-3104
Technical sheet
F. To
900g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Envelope
Pcs / Ct
20
Ct / Pallet
32
Dilution 1 Envelope + 3 lt Of Milk
Yield
5,5 liters
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Milk And Dairy Products
Contains Milk Or Dairy Products
Vegan
No
Dyes
Without Dyes

The product is well known and appreciated on the foreign market in
how close it is to the "milky" taste of Italian cappuccino.
In product prepared with milk it has a storage time in the slush machine
lower than a product prepared only with water.
This is due to the natural deterioration of the milk which, although long-lasting,
once opened it should be consumed within a maximum of 3-4 days.

COFFEE SINGLE DOSE COFFEE CREAM (HOT)
The single-serve Hot Coffee Cream has a soft and velvety structure and the modality of
preparation is very simple: using a blender just blend 1 sachet of
made with 80 ml of previously heated whole milk
until the desired density is obtained.
Product details:
Reference 9-4103-C
Technical sheet
F. To
25X30g
U.M.
Pz
Packing
Box
Pcs / Ct
6
Ct / Pallet
52
Dilution 1 single-dose + 80 ml of milk
Yield
1 cup
Shelf Life
36 Months
Non-hydrogenated fats
Gluten
Gluten free
Milk And Dairy Products
Contains Milk Or Dairy Products
Vegan
No
Dyes
Without Dyes

To obtain a more intense flavor it is advisable to blend 1 sachet
single-dose with 60ml of hot milk and 1 cup of espresso coffee.
This product can be customized by adding about 5g of "L’inventafacile"
Hazelnut or almond creams to obtain a particular taste.
For a more intense taste: 1 single dose + 60 ml of milk + 1 cup of coffee
The single-dose creams have been designed for all those who want to prepare a
great product, but they don't have a slush machine available.
The advantages of using single-dose products are different.
Different flavors can be prepared quickly without the use of expensive machinery and sometimes
even bulky. There are no problems with the storage of the milk-based product,
as the cream is prepared and served on the spot.
The investment on the product is very limited.

ITALIAN COFFEE
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